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ABSTRACT

1

Computational engagement with the HathiTrust Digital Library
(HTDL) is confounded by the in-copyright status and licensing
restrictions on the majority of the content. Because of these limitations, computational analysis on the HTDL must either be carried out in a secure environment or on derivative datasets. The
HathiTrust Research Center (HTRC) Data Capsule service provides
researchers with a secure environment through which they invoke
tools that create, analyze, and export non-consumptive datasets.
These derivative datasets, so long as they do not reproduce the
full-text of the original work, are a transformative work protected
by Fair Use provisions of United States Copyright Law, and can be
published for reuse by other researchers, as the HTRC Extracted
Features Dataset has been. Secure environments and derivative
datasets enable researchers to engage with restricted data from focused studies of a few dozen volumes to large-scale experiments on
millions of volumes. This paper describes advances in the Capsule
service through a case study of how the HTRC Data Capsule service
has advanced our activities on provenance, workflows, worksets,
and non-consumptive exports through a topic modeling example.
We also discuss the potential applications of this Capsule-based
model to other digital libraries wrestling with research access and
copyright restrictions.

Workbench environments like the HathiTrust Research Center’s
(HTRC) Data Capsule service allow a researcher to analyze rightsrestricted collections through support for a non-consumptive research paradigm. In this paradigm, a researcher engages in computational analysis by bringing their algorithms to the data in a manner
that respects licensing arrangements for in-copyright works and
exporting derivative data which does not reproduce these works.
However, non-consumptive research can be difficult to understand
in practice. We address this limitation here, through a conceptual
framework to bridge the Capsule environment with their collection
(i.e., workset) through simple provenance-tracking workflows. This
metadata contextualizes results and ensures that exports generated
from Capsule-based research are non-consumptive.
The HathiTrust Digital Library (HTDL) of over 15 million digitized volumes from research libraries worldwide is a rich historical
resource for research and scholarly investigation. The HathiTrust
Research Center (HTRC) was formed in 2011 to help researchers
formulate research questions and develop state of the art tools for
computational analysis over this large heterogenous collection to
support non-consumptive research. Non-consumptive use includes
computational analysis of one or more volumes in the HTDL, but
not research in which a researcher reads or displays substantial portions of an in-copyright or rights-restricted volume to understand
the expressive content presented within that volume [2].
Non-consumptive use is supported in HTRC primarily through
its Data Capsule service. Developed through a three year grant
from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, the Data Capsule service provisions researchers with a Capsule, a virtual machine that runs
in the trusted HTRC environment. The service guarantees nonconsumptive use of the HathiTrust through a combination of policy
and security checks [17, 22]. The central control is a toggle between
allowing external Internet access and allowing access to the Capsule’s secure volume. Derivative data are transferred out of the
Capsule through a release spool that queues the files for HTRC
review.
This paper extends the Data Capsule model with a conceptual
framework to bridge the interaction with a user’s collection (i.e.,
workset), and demonstrates support for scholarly workflows with
data provenance tools for non-consumptive research.
First, it describes the the conceptual underpinnings of the paper: Data Capsules, workflows, worksets, and data provenance. It
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(3) Tokenize documents and apply stoplists to remove articles
and prepositions. Remove common and rare words from
corpus to better control dimensionality of LDA topic model,
(4) Train multiple topic models at variety of granularities,
from 20-500 topics,
(5) Visualize results using InPhO Topic Explorer [11], and
(6) Export non-consumptive results, along with the tokenized
and stoplisted corpus as structured data.

then discusses the implementation of these components in support
of seamless analysis and publishing from a Capsule of the Data
Capsule service. We conclude with a discussion of open questions
regarding publication of analytical results from the Data Capsule
service.

2

CONCEPTUAL COMPONENTS

Our experience has shown that a bare Capsule is too high a barrier
for researchers who wish to work with HTDL materials. Even once
a researcher uploads all their favorite text mining and visualization tools into their Capsule, users still exhibit a cognitive gap in
how HTDL products and outputs relate to their analysis tools. We
introduce workflows and worksets to address that gap, and show
how data provenance tracking can help researchers reproduce their
analysis, while ensuring production of non-consumptive exports.

This workflow guarantees that the exported products are legitimate non-consumptive exports. The original corpus cannot be
reconstructed from the exported corpus file, as stoplists have been
applied destructively and the order of remaining words have been
scrambled. This maintains reuse in bag of words models, but forbids
direct reading of the in-copyright or rights-restricted text. The same
transformations are applied to the public domain texts.

2.1

2.3

Data Capsule

The Data Capsule service provisions virtual machines (VMs) to
researchers within the HTRC secure environment. The VM and
software environment together form a Capsule. Each researcher has
exclusive use of the Capsule for a period of weeks or months during
which they can configure their own environment for performing
research on HTDL texts. More information on the Data Capsule
service appears in [22] and [17].

2.2

Workflow

To explain workflows, we provide an case study of a non-consumptive
workflow common to the digital humanities: topic modeling [1].
Scholars first create a collection of focal documents, then train a
topic model on that collection to extract common themes. Topic
models have been successfully applied in a number of digital humanities research activities involving both HTDL materials [5, 12, 20]
and external materials [7, 19, 21].
The Capsule-based topic modeling workflow, previously demoed
at JCDL 2015 [13], and summarized visually Figure 1, is made up of
6 steps:
(1) Curate workset from available HTDL materials,
(2) Download volumes to Capsule in secure mode,

Figure 1: Topic modeling workflow. Public data is computed on researcher’s desktop where secure data is computed within researcher’s Capsule.

HTRC Worksets

Scholarly usage of digital libraries often involves locating texts to
curate a collection, or workset, for further study. To have utility,
these worksets must be a citable research product and afford flexibility to the preferred unit of analysis from the volume level up to
the serial level or down to the page or even sentence level.
The HTRC Workset model resolves these issues of addressability
and relational expressivity. In its simplest form the workset is the
input dataset to an analysis task. In its fullest sense, it represents
a researcher’s intent from formation of a research question to the
publication of research results.
In development of the workset, we carried out a comparison
of four existing ontologies for bibliographic description. This revealed that no single surveyed ontology corresponded entirely
to HathiTrust use cases [14]. In response, the HTRC Workset
Ontology [6] contains key relations such as htrc:intendedForUse,
htrc:hasResearchMotivation, edm:isGatheredInto, dcterms:creator, and
htrc:hasCriterion.

2.4

Data Provenance

Data provenance is the lineage of a digital object. It captures factors
that influenced an item or artifact’s creation and transformation
including the actors, agents (algorithms) and datasets that were part
of the transformation of a digital object from one state to another.
Data provenance is critical to the asserting the trustworthiness of a
digital data product, especially when time and/or distance separate
the digital object from its creator [10, 16].
Data provenance captured during use of a Capsule can aid a
researcher in numerous ways. A researcher can interact with a Capsule over a period of weeks to months. Over that time, their workset
may be continuously refined as content is added or removed. Provenance tracks these changes. As data analysis is carried out, new
data products will be created, some of which will be exported as
non-consumptive exports while others will be discarded as not of
use. It is the role of provenance to track and connect this activity taking place over the duration of extended engagement of a
researcher with their Capsule.
Over time, these analytical actions accumulate and non-consumptive
exports are created. The publishable end product of research can
then be conceived as the set R = {NC−exports,W orkset, Provenance}
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where NC − export is one or more exports deemed to be nonconsumptive, W orkset is the workset created and refined by the
user, and Provenance is the record of activity that links NC −export,
intermediate results, and the W orkset.

3

MODEL OF INTEGRATION

The framework of workflow, workset, and data provenance within
a Capsule provide a coherent way for researcher interaction both
with their defined workset, and with the HTDL collection over
which their analysis will be carried out.
A key component of the framework is a RESTful API through
which a workset is imported into and exported from a Capsule. The
workset is converted to a JSON-LD representation [18]. This API
adheres to the Linked Data Platform (LDP) practices for publishing linked data [8]. LDP has been implemented in several digital
libraries, including the OCLC’s WorldCat [4], Digital Public Library
of America1 , and Library of Congress2 . Workflows are annotated
with the PROV ontology [9], which defines a common vocabulary
for describing data provenance. The components of this framework
and their interaction is summarized in Figure 1.
Using the topic modeling workflow example from earlier, we
created functionality to automatically create a provenance graph
for the topic analysis using the PROV standard [3]. This provenance
capture allows for proper attribution to the workset curator, to the
researcher, and possibly to a third party running analysis algorithms
on behalf of a research project.
Through use of the vocabulary of the PROV ontology [9], we describe a workset as a prov:Collection, declaring that each htrc:Workset
is a prov:Collection. Each workflow, like the topic modeling workflow above, corresponds to a prov:Plan. The actual commands run
by the analysis are a prov:Activity, while the artifacts created by
an analysis are a prov:Entity. Each organization or person that
contributes to an analysis is a prov:Agent.
Figure 2 shows an example provenance graph for the modeling
stages of the workflow, following the plan te:topicexplorer. Three
actions are carried out: r1act, r2act, and r3act, each corresponding
to the tokenization, stoplisting, and training phases of the model,
all of which are executed by a user. The underlying workset is
abstracted as the corpus node. Files created by the tokenization and
stoplisting process are specified by the prov:wasGeneratedBy and
prov:wasDerivedFrom relations.
The training step (r3act) shows the highest level of sophistication in the graph and highlights the potential utility of provenance. The training produces three topic models, the abstract entity
of which are labeled as model10, model20, and model40. The actual instantiated models are then tied to the training step by the
prov:wasGeneratedBy relation, showing how this specific instance
of a model was trained. Through the r3act prov:Activity, we can see
that these models were trained specifically on the r2 revision of
the workset, which has been tokenized by r1act and stoplisted by
r2act. Going further through the provenance graph associated with
corpus would reveal the partner institutions and scanning practices
that went into creating the workset that the user analyzed.
1 https://dp.la/info/developers/map/
2 http://ld.loc.gov/
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All of this enables a quick way to validate and replicate results,
tracking the software versions used to create the analysis and the
command line arguments that were used. The PROV graph additionally aids in connecting non-consumptive exports to analysis
activities and worksets, thus providing the fundamental principles
and components needed for publishing of research done using the
Data Capsule system.

4

CONCLUSION

Large collections of text will likely contain a mix of open-access,
public-domain, rights-restricted, and in-copyright works. This
should not mean that the whole collection must become a walled
garden, off limits to researchers. The Data Capsule service, extended
with a conceptual framework for user Worksets, is an answer to
accessible but constrained access to large-scale restricted content.
The selection and identification of corpora that are large subsets
of a collection, something we call the ”million volume workset”,
and its support within the Data Capsule environment is an ongoing
challenge.
The next step for the development of the HTRC Data Capsule
service is to stitch together each component to facilitate publication of a result of Capsule research. This step includes giving
persistent identifiers to non-consumptive exports, and creating a
published record that links together the non-consumptive exports,
the provenance, and the workset.
Work is also needed to expand the provenance graph for worksets
to include metadata about the scanning partner and the physical
artifact. We hope to improve the precision of a workset description
by using the FaBiO ontology [15] to distinguish between the use of
a volume as a placeholder for an intellectual work (i.e., we are pragmatically using a specific copy of Shakespeare’s The Tempest, and
any copy would fulfill the analysis) or as a particular manifestation
(i.e., this copy is the first folio edition, and it is important we use it
specifically). This requires additional research in user experience
to educate users about the subtle differences in usage patterns so
they can properly encode their worksets.
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